WP1. Creation of the Repository

Creation of the Repository will be led by Cosmin Salasan, P12, for 17 years teaching Extension Education as academic subject; project-based experience, consultant activities, expert and certified trainer for adult and vocational education. The CaSA project will start with the workshop to be held in Belgrade in M1 where all partners will gather for a kick off meeting during which a SC will be created and procedures of cooperation between partners defined. The Belgrade workshop will define structure and the content of NaRA repository. An Agreement between universities and other project partners will be reached to define following issues: the way of NaRA management and maintenance after project lifetime including quality control of new content of NaRA; recognition of teachers work in courses preparation and definition of procedures for intellectual property rights of courses creators will particularly be discussed and decided. This is important as if their work is adequately recognized teachers will be stimulated to prepare and offer courses to both AMS teacher and ES professionals. The level of new courses commercialization, their availability to professionals, particularly qualifications offered through NaRA will be the most important agreement for NaRA exploitation after project lifetime. Some databases, professional discussion forums, FAQ for agricultural producers, the “children corner”, and relevant information will remain open access available to wider public. In addition during the Belgrade gathering a dissemination plan will be adopted, including a decision on project web-site creation and maintenance. The 2nd activity “Creating and maintenance NaRA” will start from M 4 and will continue to exist after the project life time. From its establishment NaRA will become a National Repository for Agricultural Education, and will be maintained as such during project duration and beyond. Creation and maintenance of the repository will be under the responsibility of project coordinator.